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Welcome to fit small business Fast Books Online training course. In this lesson, we'll cover how to manage downloaded credit card transactions in quickBooks Online. We're glad you don't have the time to learn Fast Books Online, our best overall choice for small business accounting software. We recommend that you
follow along in your own HBO account. If you haven't subscribed to fast books online, click here to subscribe to the free 30-day trial. To complete this Fast Books Online lesson, you can watch the video below, read the step-by-step instruction, or do both. Start. If you want to learn more about managing income, spending
and reporting in fast books download our free 39 course Fast Textbook book here. Download our free fast book course, why it is important to manage downloaded credit card transactions in fast books online When importing credit card deals into Fast Books, they are not. This simply means that you need to review them
and provide some additional information before they can be added to your registry in fast books. In this lesson, we'll show you how to view and categorize credit card transactions so they can be added to your registry and financial statements. The Fast Book Online Operations Banking Center Layout Banking Center
layout in Fast Books is the dashboard of all your bank and credit card accounts that you have created in fast books. It includes your total bank balance, your balance of fast books, and the number of transactions that need to be reviewed for each account here. The Fast Books Banking Center includes all the bank and
credit accounts that you have created as stated below: Fast Books Online Transactions Banking Center Layout Brief description of the information you can find in the banking center below: Accounts associated with Kwickbooks: Credit Card Accounts that you are linked to fast books show credit card balance on the date
of the last synchronization at the top of the blue tile. Current Balance in Fast Books: The bottom of the account box displays the current balance in the Fast Book Registry and the number of transactions that need to be reviewed. These transactions are listed individually under the For Review tab. Non-Kvikbook accounts:
If the account is not linked, it will show $0.00 at the top of the box. The current balance in fast books for unrelated accounts: Like a related account, the bottom of the account box displays the current balance in the Fast Book Registry and the number of transactions in the Transaction tab for review. Downloaded banking
transactions: Bank feed transactions that were automatically downloaded are organized into three groups: For Review: This tab shows all unruly transactions. When imported in fast books, this is where they appear while you you them and take action. In Fast Books: This tab shows all transactions that have been
combined or added to the registry in fast books. Excluded: This tab shows transactions that have been removed from the For Review tab. How do I manage downloaded credit card transactions at the banking center? Connecting credit card accounts to Fast Books allows transactions to automatically upload them to the
Fast Books file, so you don't have to enter them manually. However, you still need to review the transactions that have been downloaded and decide what actions to take. First, you go to the banking center. Next, you review transactions that are downloaded and make sure they have proper account coding before
sending them to the Fast Book Check Registry. Step 1 - Go to the banking center from the homepage, click on the transactions located on the left side of the bar menu and select banking as outlined below. Go to Fast Books Online Banking Center Step 2 - Tab Transaction Review You Should Start With Transactions
That Are on the Tab For Review. In this tab, transactions are divided into two additional tabs: All: This tab lists all transactions (including transactions on the recognized tab) Recognized: If quickBooks recognizes a transaction that is already written in your registry, it displays the green match tag next to the transaction
and adds it to the recognized tab as shown below. To add a transaction to the registry, simply click on the Match link in the Action column below. Fast Books then adds a transaction to the Fast Books registry and includes it in your financial statements. Review Tab Transactions in Fast Online Books Most people tend to
be creatures of habit. If you're running to grab lunch or to an office supply store to get ink for a printer, you're more likely to buy these items from the same retailers. Fast books recognize vendor names or descriptions you've previously downloaded and makes suggestions as to which account should be encoded. If you
accept an account, quickBooks changes your account for all transactions of the same name. For example, if you previously encode transactions Bluehost.com to your ad account (as shown below), the next time a transaction Bluehost.com is uploaded, Fast Books offers to encode it into an ad account. If you accept an
offer, quickBooks categorizes all transactions with Bluehost.com description of an advertising account. Review Of Loaded Banking Operations in Fast Books Online Step 3 - Add a new credit card transaction to the fast book registry Before adding a transaction to the check registry in fast books, you should make sure that
about payment or customer, amount, transaction date, and account type are correct. It's important because one day the transaction is added to the register, which you also register in the financial statements. Click on the credit card transaction you want to add to the register and complete the below. Add a new credit card
transaction to the quickBooks Register Select payee payment number or custom: Select a vendor from the drop out of the menu. If you're not yet at the customization provider, you can do so by selecting Add From the Drop Menu. Be sure to review our suppliers setup tutorial. Account: From the drop out of the menu
select the account to which you want to encode the transaction (e.g. advertising costs, office supplies, etc.) Memo: Briefly describe what the costs are in this area. Add a transaction to the Fast Book Registry: Click Add to add this transaction to your fast book registry and financial statements. Fixing problems in online
transactions on the Internet, when you manage downloaded credit card transactions in fast online books, you may run into a few common problems. First, transactions that have already been linked to another transaction in fast books, and secondly, an error that has been inserted into your bank account. If you run into
these problems, you will need troubleshooting. Two common problems you may encounter when managing online transactions in Fast Books mode include: online transactions that are already the same, and sometimes the downloadable transaction has been compared to an incorrect transaction in the registry. This can
happen for a number of reasons, but usually it is because register transactions are on the same amount and fall under the same range of dates. Follow the steps below to fix the problem. First, click on the In quickBooks tab in the banking center and click Cancel next to the transaction as shown below. Fast online books
match the transaction That flags the transaction as unposted and returns it to the tab for review where you can match it with the correct transaction. An error in the information, if you see a red error message similar to the one below, your user ID or password is likely to have changed and you need to update fast books
with that information. First, click on the fix it link, as stated below, and follow the instructions on the screen to update the user ID and password: Sign up for an information error at the Online Banking Center Fast Books As bank rules allow you to encode fast online transaction books. Fast books will use the banking rules
you have created to automatically encode transactions into the correct account for Let's create a banking rule for Bluehost transactions. Follow the steps below to create banking rules for managing loaded credit card transactions in fast books Online: 1. Create banking rules for managing loaded credit card transactions
Setting banking rules to manage busy credit card transactions can save you a lot Instead of manually assigning a general registry code to income and expenses, quickBooks automatically encodes your expenses for you. Click on the drop arrow to the right of the update button and select the control rules as shown below:
Go to the rules of management in Fast Books Online 2. Click the New Rule button in the top right corner of the screen to create the new rule below: select the new rule in Fast Books Online 3. Setting the conditions for the rule To create a new rule, you need to provide key information, such as the type of transaction to
which the rule applies (money, incoming, money, other). You must select a bank account (s) to show transactions and a bank description of a transaction, such as the name and type of payment costs. Follow the following margins to create the conditions for the new banking rule as outlined below: Setting the terms for
the new rule in fast online books Below are nine key information fields that must be completed to set the terms of the banking rule: Title Rules: Give each rule a name. For: Choose whether the rule applies to money (credit card refund) or money (credit card fee). A: From disembarkation, you can choose which credit card
account this rule applies to. By default, all bank accounts. Terms: You have the ability to determine whether a transaction should meet all or any of the following conditions that you have set by selecting options from the following menus. When the conditions are met, the rule is triggered. A. Choose any or all text,
description or amount of Pot B. Choose as a condition. C. Select contains, accurately or does not contain, depending on how you want your rule to work. D. Enter the bank text, description or amount. Transaction type: Choose whether the transaction is a waste, transfer, or check. Payee: Choose a fee (if applicable).
Category: Select the account to which the transaction should be assigned. (e.g. office supplies, food or entertainment). Memo: Enter any additional information in this area for this transaction. Automatically add to my books: When you choose this option, quickBooks bypass these transactions on a recognized tab, which
will then require you to review them before they are added to the registry. Instead, Fast Books automatically adds them to the registry. Tip: I recommend you still review these transactions in the registry to make sure the rule works the way you expect. Wrap that completes a section on how to manage downloaded credit
card transactions in Fast Books Online. The next lesson in our online course Fast Books is How to write a credit card refund. In this lesson, we'll prepare you when you need to record your credit card refund, how to record credit card refunds, and the impact it has on your financial statements. To get access to this this or



any of the others in the series, click on the links below. To get started with quickBooks, sign up for the free 30-day trial of quickBooks Online. Our recommended quick-book apps Gusto Tsheets Forget paper punch cards or sign-up sheets - go digital with Tsheets and have accurate time cards every week! You can also
manage PTO queries and import entries directly into fast books. Click here for a free trial. Insightly Need to track multiple customer relationships? Sign up for Insightly CRM and never lose leadership again. Best of all, it's completely free for one or two users! Fundbox Fundbox is our recommended receivables financing
company. Don't wait until the bills are paid- turn them into cash immediately. Integrating your fast books with Fundbox is quick and easy. Prices start at 0.5 percent per week. Week. online pan card pdf file download
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